UPCOMING GRADUATE eLEARNING COURSES!

All courses have been newly designed for maximum interaction and optimum engagement in the online environment. CCEI instructors have participated in FAU’s eLearning program to carefully prepare these fully online and hybrid courses.

Summer 2013

EDG 6628 Documentation and Assessment in Curriculum and Instruction
Offers participants operational definitions and experiences in documentation and assessment for educators. Students combine readings, analyses of experiences in learning environments, critiques of the existing assessment culture and field work.

EDG 6253 Design Components of Curriculum
Emphasis upon knowledge and application of design components of curriculum including scope, integration, sequence, continuity, balance, and knowledge representation systems.

Fall 2013

EDG 6224 US Curricular Trends and Issues
Major trends impacting school curriculum from national, state, and local levels and their interactions in terms of the development, implementation, and evaluation of curriculum.

Spring 2014

EDG 6223 Curriculum Leadership
This course is designed to explore contemporary curriculum approaches from the perspective of leaders in schools and university contexts. The course includes experiences in planning professional development and the potential for distributed leadership, involving teachers as leaders, in curricular improvement.

EDF 6918 Action Research in Schools and Communities
Students engage in action research - from developing a research question grounded in practice to reporting findings. Course readings provide historical, critical, and conceptual frameworks for action research locally, nationally, and internationally.

Department Website: http://www.coe.fau.edu/academicdepartments/ccei/
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/fauCCEI?ref=ts&fref=ts